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The Director General of Department of Transport 
For the attention of Ms Moloko Machaka and Ms Glory Semenya 
c/o machakam@dot.gov.za 
c/o semenyag@dot.gov.za 
 
The Honourable Minister Barbara Creecy 
Environment, Forestry and Fisheries 
c/o tzikalala@environment.gov.za 
 c/o fshaik@environment.gov.za 
  
The Honourable Minister Gwede Mantashe 
Mineral Resources and Energy 
c/o Vuyelwa.Siyeka@dmr.gov.za 
 
 
 
29/11/2019  
 
Dear Ministers and Director General,   
  

RE: The draft Marine Oil Pollution (Preparedness, Response and Cooperation) Bill, 2019 
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The undersigned organizations are part of the Wildlife Animal Protection Forum South Africa (WAPFSA), an alliance of diverse organizations that share certain 
values, knowledge, and objectives and that collectively comprise a body of expertise from scientific, conservation, legal, welfare, rights, social justice, and 
public advocacy sectors.  
We wish to thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important Draft Bill.  
 
As a grouping, we had in fact multiple times expressed our concerns about the lack of infrastructures to prevent and manage emergencies and possible 
incidents at sea as well as illegal activities and pollution and we welcome the Draft as a tool to better protect our biodiversity and environment for the sake of 
ecosystems and resources for our future generations.  
 

A  - GENERAL COMMENTS AND CONCERNS: 

 

1. Holistic approach: Considering the complexity of this issue and the implications and risks, we think that this matter should be approached holistically 

with other Departments, for example- the Department of Environment Forestry and Fishery and the Department of Mineral Resources;  we also 

would like to highlight the opportunity to create jobs which are made available due to the various implementations of requirements involved in 

preventing, monitoring, enforcing legislation and procedures relative to pollution risks and disaster management.  

2. Water course pollution: Oil spills and other kinds of pollution, as included in this draft, can originate from rivers and underground watercourses which 

eventually end up in the ocean. Are these risks going to be assessed and framed in a different Bill? Will the disposal of domestic and industrial 

waste be included in this Bill? Oil waste can and is already being collected and successfully recycled in South Africa1 but this is not supported by 

obligations and enforced in legislation.  

 

                                                   
1https://www.enviroserv.co.za/products-and-services  

  

https://www.enviroserv.co.za/products-and-services
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3. Overlapping Policies:  We have recently submitted a series of PAIA2 (Promotion of Access to Information Act) to the Department of Enviroment 

Forestry and Fishery, requesting documentation on the Coastal Oil Spill Contingency Plans, per Zone; we have received a partial response indicating 

that there are Regional Contingency Plans in place3. How will local and national legislation be implemented? 

4. Prevention: It will certainly be more cost-effective to focus on preventing incidents and we feel the Draft should address this more aggressively. All 

equipment and infrastructures should be adequately maintained and monitored. Enforcement of normative is our major concern. Response stock 

should be in a constant state of readiness to respond to any emergency. Financial resources should be made available for the implementation of 

the above requirements.  

5. Routes: A cause for concern is the lack of mention to how the shipping routes will be monitored once the Route Risk Assessments will be available. For 

example,- what restrictions will be in place, what routes will be open and who will be in control of the monitoring and implementation of these 

guidelines? 

Oil spills can reach our shorelines very quickly and indeed can have an incredibly harmful impact on our Marine Protected Areas. There are also 

vast areas in South Africa’s ocean’s that provide safe passage for the whales, dolphins, sharks and many other vitally crucial marine life in creating 

biodiversity. All these animals are to be protected at all cost, especially whales, given they are the oceans megafauna and are essential for 

absorbing carbon and mitigating sea acidification4. The damage from oil spills that reach our coastal shorelines is well documented. Our islands are 

crucial as breeding grounds for seals and unique birdlife. We have the privilege of homing the prehistoric Coelacanths just off the Kwa Zulu coast 

                                                   
2 See Annexure 1-4 

3 See Annexure 5-9 

4 International Monetary Fund: https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/12/natures-solution-to-climate-change-chami.htm 

 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/12/natures-solution-to-climate-change-chami.htm
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and given their fragility in numbers, they have to be accorded special protection if we are to avert their extinction5.  It is, therefore, essential to 

determine and enforce shipping routes that will not impact on the biodiversity of our oceans, and cause damage to our wildlife on land, along 

some of the most pristine coastlines in the world. It is clear, even with the most up to date interventions and modern equipment, should an oil 

spill occur, the damage might be catastrophic to our oceanic environment, and a serious possibility that it might never recover.  

It is not unusual to see oil tankers entering or departing from Cape Town Harbour despite Robben Island MPA and  Table Mountain MPA being 

only a very short distance away.  We question why commercial ships and tankers which are hazardous to the environment are allowed in such 

close proximity to these precious ecosystems. The risks are considerable and should not be permitted to continue. There should be areas allocated 

to the off-loading and loading of these tankers and those dedicated spots should pose no danger to fragile ecosystems, thereby lessening the risks 

of damage to the environment. 

6. Lack of clear charts: The Draft is not very clear on how procedures will unfold to prevent – monitor – manage emergencies and we found it quite 

confusing in the section determining how leadership and procedures will be established among authorities and in which shift. We suggest that clear 

graphs and charts should be included as an essential part of this Bill.  

7. Job opportunities: Despite South Africa having the most beautiful and long shoreline, it is noted that in comparison to other countries around the 

world, South Africa does not invest in creating a variety of jobs at sea (it seems that we focus mainly on fishery). We have poor patrolling and 

monitoring and law enforcement surrounding commercial and exploitative or hazardous activities and this encourage illegal behaviour. We take 

this opportunity to voice that a spectrum of jobs could be created around the prevention of both pollution and illegal fishing.  

 

                                                   
5 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/17/older-than-dinosaurs-last-south-african-coelacanths-threatened-by-oil-exploration 

https://www.businessinsider.co.za/having-survived-for-420-million-years-south-africas-last-dinosaur-fish-could-now-face-extinction-because-of-oil-exploration-2018-8 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/17/older-than-dinosaurs-last-south-african-coelacanths-threatened-by-oil-exploration
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/having-survived-for-420-million-years-south-africas-last-dinosaur-fish-could-now-face-extinction-because-of-oil-exploration-2018-8
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8. Infrastructures: The Draft should include a list of certified facilities and Inventory of equipment that is stored, specifically for prevention and 

intervention and regular monitoring, including holistically.  

9. Illegal disposing of waste: The Draft mentions chances of undeclared spills in Chapter 5; we suggest that there should be clear planning on how the oil 

tanks must be routinely cleaned in a controlled manner between loads of different types and how the residual which are removed can and must be 

properly collected and disposed ashore. We have received complaints from workers, reporting that tankers can sometimes be washed out at sea, 

to save time and money. 

10. Recreational boating: in this Draft, there is no mention to this sector. Indeed, normally boaters behave responsibly, but accidents do happen, and 

they usually happen very close to the coast or inside marinas. Even small oil spills can so negatively impact on our fauna and eco-systems; in many 

marina we have a range of predators and unseen wildlife who live around human activities and spills must be avoided or at least quickly controlled 

when they occur. Oil Spill Response Kits with absorbent pads and fuel collars and emergency numbers and instructions on how to maintain 

equipment to prevent and mitigate the effects of small spills should be compulsory for each boat.  

B. SPECIFIC COMMENTS: 

 Section     Content          Comment  

Chapter 1, 2, Objects of Act, page 
12  
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 1, 4, Application of Act, 
page 13 

The Objects are provide for the safe, effective and efficient 
management and deployment of resources in, response to, and 
cooperation in, and control of, spills of oil, or any other pollutant from 
ships or any other sources within South African waters or which 
pollute or threaten to pollute South African waters, aquatic resources, 
coastline or related interests; 
----------------------------------------------- 
(1) Unless expressly provided otherwise, this Act applies to all spills 
or possible spills of oil, from any or all sources that may pollute or 

 
 
 
If this includes all water sources, like 
rivers and underground rivers, it needs 
to involve also different departments 
and  infrastructures.   
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threaten to pollute South African waters, coastal aquatic resources, 
coastline or related interests. 

Chapter 2, 5, Risk assessments, (2), 
page 14  

The risk assessment undertaken must define: 
(e) those parts of South African waters and the coastline which are 
most at risk of a negative impact from marine pollution; and 
(f) protected environmental sensitive sea areas. 

It is not clear if and how restrictions in 
routes will be imposed after the results 
of periodical risk assessments. This 
should be clearily specified.  
 

Chapter 2, 5, Risk assessments, (4), 
page 15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 2, 5, Risk assessments, (5) 
page 15 

The owner and operator of any port facility, oil facility or offshore 
installation, must, at its cost, undertake a marine pollution risk 
assessment for such facility or installation within one year after this 
Act comes into operation.  
 
The owner and operator referred to in subsection (4) must 
review the risk assessment thereafter at least every five years.. 

 
 
We flag that the ONLY INDEPENDENT  
 
assessments will have to be conducted,  
 
even if, eventually, at owners’ costs.   

Chapter 2, 8, Marine Pollution 
Response Equipment inventory, (5) 
Page 18  

In order to facilitate the use of equipment, personnel and other 
resources under subsection (2), the Authority and the private sector, 
with the advice of the Committee, must jointly develop and agree to a 
national administrative arrangement as a standard operating 
procedure for the use of national marine pollution response 
resources, in respect of both private sector -owned and government -
owned equipment and resources, as well as personnel, consistent 
with the provisions of this Act with the Marine Pollution (Control and 
Civil Liability) Act, 1981 ( Act No. 6 of 1981), and such administrative 
arrangements must be reviewed in consultation with the Committee, 
as and when necessary. 
 

 
 
Despite a dedicated section, it is not 
clear how the procedures for prompt 
deployment of equipment essential to 
spill response from booms, barriers, pads 
and collars to pumps, to skimmers and 
dispersants will be defined.   

Chapter 2, 8, Marine Pollution 
Response Equipment inventory, (6) 
Page 19  

The Authority may, by notice, require that owners or operators of a 
ship carry on board and maintain: 

(a) marine pollution response equipment for the containment, 

We believe that having aboard such first 
response kit and equipment and 
instructions and having to properly 
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recovery or disposal of any pollutant that may be discharged 
by the ship into South African waters 

maintain it and keep relevant crew  
trained should absolutely be compulsory 
and enforced.  

Chapter 2, 11, (2) Page 22 Where relevant, representatives from the following sectors, 
through their national representative bodies, may be invited to be 
members of the Response Committee: 

 Add South African Weather 
Service Officer  
 

 Add wildlife VET  
 

Chapter 3, 18, (1), Page 30  Where possible, all reasonable costs associated with responding to, 
and cleaning up of, any marine pollution incident, including the 
payment of compensation for economic loss and pollution and 
environmental damage resulting from the incident, must be 
recovered from the polluter.  
 

Why, where possible? Excluding spills 
that go unreported, all oil transports are 
compulsorily covered by insurance and 
this should be enforced.  

Chapter 3, 18, (2), Page 31 In the event that the polluter is not or cannot be identified or for 
any other reasons, costs and compensation for economic loss and 
pollution and damage must be claimed from the International Oil 
Pollution Compensation Funds within the limitations and provisions of 
such funds. 

What if the spill is not from a foreigner 
tanker but from a South African 
commercial vessel? 
 
Also, at the moment South Africa does 
not have the infrastructure to contribute 
to an emergency. How are we going to 
fund  it? 
 

Chapter 5, 30, (1) Offence and 
penalties  

(2) Any person convicted of an offence in terms of subsection (1) is 
liable, on conviction to a fine not exceeding two million rand or to 
imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years, or to both such 
fine and imprisonment. 
 

Financial penalties must be periodically 
increased according to national standars.   

 
 
 
We recognise the importance and urgency of this Bill, thank you for drafting it, for evaluating the above and for considering our inputs as affected parties.  
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In behalf of the following Members of WAPFSA 
 
 
Stefania Falcon   
Campaigns Coordinator 
WAPFSA Member 
Mobile: +27 (0)73 3012107 
Email: stefania@emsfoundation.org.za 
www.emsfoundation.org.za                             

  

Baboon Matters Founder  Jenni Trethowan 

Ban Animal Trading Director Smaragda Louw 

Beauty Without Cruelty (South Africa)  Chairperson Toni Brockhoven 

Centre for Animal Rehabilitation and Education  Director  SamanthaDewhirst 

Elephant Reintegration Trust Chairperson Brett Mitchell 

EMS Foundation Director Michele Pickover 

Four Paws (SA) Director  Fiona Miles 

 

  

mailto:stefania@emsfoundation.org.za
http://www.emsfoundation.org.za/
https://web.facebook.com/BeautyWithoutCrueltySA/?fref=mentions
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Global March for Elephants and Rhinos Vice - President   Megan Carr 

Future 4 wildlife  Co-Founder Anna Centura 

Global White Lion Protection Trust  CEO Founder  Linda Tucker 

Institute for Critical Animal Studies (Africa) Director  Les Mitchell 

Landmark Foundation  Director Bool Smuts 

Monkey Helpline  Co-Founder Steve Smit 

OSCAP (Outraged  S. African Citizens Against Poaching) Director  Kim Da Ribeira 

Sea Shepherd South Africa Nat. Coordinator Prathna Singh  

Southern African Fight for Rhinos Director  Lex Abnett 

Vervet Monkey Foundation Founder Dave Du Toit 

WildAid Southern Africa Director  Guy Jennings 

   
   

 


